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Abstract

The adoption of image-based automated defect recognition (ADR) systems as stan-
dard tools for industrial inspection requires that such systems have extremely high levels
of performance. To accomplish this goal it is often necessary to exploit every available
constraint or information available about the specific inspection problem to be tack-
led. We propose an inspection method for the detection of flaws in aluminum castings
that explores two broadly applicable assumptions: (i) defect-free industrial parts are
abundant and standardized; (ii) statistically, the characteristics that distinguish defec-
tive from non-defective regions show no preferential a priori direction or orientation.
The first observation leads to the use of a reference-based approach to ADR, in which
a set of registered images of defect-free parts is used to build a statistical model for
normalcy. The second observation suggests the use of Minkowski functionals, due to
their invariance properties, to build signatures for the identification of defects. The
proposed method was tested on 800 2D radiographic images of 100 aluminum cylinder
heads. Our approach yielded a 100% detection rate with a 4% false alarm rate. These
promising results demonstrate the potential of the approach.

1 Introduction

Image-based non-destructive testing or automated defect recognition (ADR) methods
are common place in the manufacturing sector to control the quality of manufactured
parts. One possible categorization of the different approaches followed by inspection
systems is into reference- and non-reference-based methods. The last category refers to
systems that do not explore template images of the object under inspection, often due
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the reference-based ADR System using Minkowski functionals to
find anomalies in cast aluminum parts. The ADR system consists of an offline training step on
defect-free reference parts and an online testing step on production parts. Minkowski functionals
are computed on neighborhood windows centered at each pixel throughout the image. The
learning of the normalcy models and the detection of abnormalities/defects are described in the
text.

to their unavailability. When such template or reference images can be used, reference-
based methods, adopted in this work, are usually the best choice, since the use of ref-
erence images are a straightforward method to explore available prior knowledge about
the particular inspection problem at hand. A variety of reference- and non-reference-
based approaches for finding anomalies in industrial parts can be found in the literature.
Good surveys of such techniques are given in [12, 10].

A key component of any ADR system is the feature or features used to make the good
part/bad part decision. A feature is a distinctive signature that enables the distinction
between interesting occurrences, such as defects, and normal variations in an object or
image of interest. The use of many different features has been proposed in the ADR
literature, including grey-level intensities [19], filter responses [9], Zernicke features
[4], shape features [18], and co-occurance features [11], to name a few. An important
requirement of such features is that they present relevant invariant properties, which
in the context of this work means the ability to reflect certain changes displayed by
the images due to the present of abnormalities but at the same time to be invariant to
natural or allowed variation in the part under inspection. We will show that Minkowski
functionals [16, 1] exhibit invariant properties that are particularly attractive to many
ADR problems, justifying their adoption in the work here presented. A block diagram
of the overall system is shown in Figure 1.
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2 Minkowski Functionals

Minkowski functionals, including standard geometric parameters such as volume,
surface area, and Euler number [13], are well known measures in the field of stochastic
geometry. Since Minkowski functionals can be used to describe both the shape and
morphology of sets, they are widely used in a number of files such as materials science,
cosmology and medical image analysis [17][14][3].

Considering each pixel in the image as a complex and convex set, an object A in
N-dimensional Euclidean space RN can be viewed as a union of compact and convex
subset. In RN , there exist N + 1 Minkowski functionals Mn(A) with n = 1,2, ...,N + 1
that describe the morphology of the body A. Computation of Minkowski functionals
can be carried out through Hadwiger’s formula [1]:

Mn(A) =
N!ωN

(N−n)!ωN−n

∫
RN

φ(A∪gEn)µN(dg), (1)

where ω j is the volume of the unit ball in j dimensions. ω0 = 1,ω1 = 2,ω2 = π,ω3 =
4π/3. E j is any j-dimensional affine subspace of RN , φ(X) is the Euler characteristic
of the set X , and µN is the Haar measure [2] in RN . Using a formula by Adler [17],
equation (1) can be approximated by considering a simplicial complex [8] of hyper-
cubes. Such hyper-cubes can be obtained by sampling L points of a hyper-cubic lattice
of spacing a, applying the discrete Euler formula [16]:

Mn(A) =
ωN

ωnωN−n

1
anL

×
n

∑
j=0

(−1) j n!(N−n+ j)!
N! j!

fN−n+ j(A),

where fi(A) is the number of elements of rank i (vertices, edges, faces, etc.) contained
in A. For image analysis, the body A in RN is obtained from grey-scale image by thresh-
olding. Given a grey-scale image I and threshold ρ , the excursion set I(ρ) is defined as
the set of all pixels that have intensity greater than ρ . Considering each excursion set as
a body in RN , the Minkowski fucntionals for image I are actually functions Mn(I(ρ)) of
the threshold ρ .

In our work, 2D radiograohic images are used for defect detection. Minkowski func-
tionals in 2D, which represent perimeter, area and Euler number, are given by

M0(I(ρ)) =
1
L

f2(I(ρ)),

M1(I(ρ)) =
π

4aL
(

f1(I(ρ))
2

− f2(I(ρ))), (2)

M2(I(ρ)) =
1

a2L
( f0(I(ρ))− f1(I(ρ))+ f2(I(ρ))),
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where f0(I(ρ)) corresponds to the number of vertices in body I(ρ), f1(I(ρ)) is the
number of edges in I(ρ), and f2(I(ρ)) is the number of squares in I(ρ), induced by
imposing over I(ρ) an arbitrary square grid.

A typical example of excursion sets is shown in Figure 2, and the corresponding
Minkowski functionals, computed according to equation (2), are shown in Figure 3.

Minkowski functionals have several nice properties that make them well suited to
radiographic and other image-based detection problems. In particular, according to
Hadwiger’stheorem [8], Minkowski functionals are “motion invariant”, that is, they are
independent of a body’s position and orientation in space. In addition, they exhibit the
additivity principle, that is, the Minkowski functional of the union of two bodies is the
addition of the two bodies minus the functional of the intersection:

Mn(B1∪B2) = Mn(B1)+Mn(B2)−Mn(B1∩B2)

for any B1,B2 ∈ RN .

These properties are particularly useful in compensating for the variations in radio-
graphic images.

3 Modeling of Minkowski Functionals

To learn the description of normality, W aligned defect-free training images with size
X ×Y are used to generate statistical models in a pixel by pixel fashion. Given pixel
Ai = (xi,yi) in training images, where xi ∈ {1, . . . ,X},yi ∈ {1, . . . ,Y} and i∈ {1, . . . ,W},
we extract a w×w neighborhood window NAi centered at Ai. Then we compute the
first and second Minkowski functionals MAi

n (NAi(ρ)) for pixel Ai in its neighborhood
window NAi , where n ∈ {0,1} and ρ is the intensity threshold. From our experi-
ments, we observe that the third Minkowski functional (Euler number) doesn’t cap-
ture the normality very well. Therefore only first and second Minkowski functionals
are used in our application. To represent Mikowski functionals discretely, intensity
normalization is performed for training and testing images first, then a discrete set of
threshold value ρ in {ρ j, j ∈ 1, . . . ,K} with ρ j < ρ j+1 is produced. These threshold
values are evenly distributed over the normalized intensity interval. Using this discrete
set, Minkowski functionals MAi

n (NAi(ρ)) can be normalized to same length K for all
images, thus each Minkowski functional will be represented by a K-dimensional vec-
tor MAi

n = (MAi
n (NAi(ρ1)), . . . ,M

Ai
n (NAi(ρK)). We assume that the Minkowski function-

als at each pixel follow a joint Gaussian distribution,N (τAi
n ,ΣAi

n ). This enables us to
use W defect-free training images to learn maximum likelihood estimates of the mean
Minkowski functionals, τ

Ai
n and the corresponding covariance matrix ΣAi

n :

τ
Ai
n =

1
W

W

∑
i=1

MAi
n
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Figure 2: Example of excursion sets. The image on the left shows one 2D XRay cylinder
head image used in this application. The image on right shows the excursion sets obtained by
thresholding the original image at threshold ρ .
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Figure 3: Example of computed Minkowski functionals. This figure depicts the Minkowski
functionals M0, M1 and M2 computed for the image in Figure 2.

and

ΣAi
n = (

1
W

W

∑
i=1

(MAi
n − τ

Ai
n )(MAi

n − τ
Ai
n )T). (3)

Once the model is claculated, Mahalanobis distance is used as a distance measure
between the pixel B = (x,y) in the testing image and it’s corresponding defect free
training pixels Ai = (xi,yi), i ∈ {1, . . . ,W}:

Dn(B) =
√

(MB
n − τ

Ai
n )T (ΣAi

n )−1(MB
n − τ

Ai
n ).

Pixels with Mahalanobis distances greater than a predefined threshold are labeled as
potential defect pixels. Figure 5 shows one Minkowski functionals training and testing
example on the same single pixel. As shown in Figure 5, the defect-free training data are
tightly bounded in mean plus and minus three standard deviations region. This region
defines the defect-free region. In Figure 5 (a) and (b), the Minkowski functionals curves
for a defect-free testing pixel falls inside the defect-free region. In Figure 5 (c) and (d),
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Figure 4: Boundaries of excursion sets. The boundaries in blue and red, for given values of
ρ j−1 and ρ j+1 isolates the boundary in green, corresponding to ρ j such that ρ j−1 < ρ j < ρ j+1.

the Minkowski functionals curves for a defect testing pixel falls outside the defect-free
region. This pixel will be labeled as potential defect pixel.

In general, the covariance matrix Σ
Ai
n for the Minkowski functionals is full rank. Using

a full rank covaraince matrix and a mean vector for each pixel is very memory intensive.
For each model, it requires K(K +1)/2 parameters to describe the symmetric covariance
matrix Σ

Ai
n and K parameters to describe τ

Ai
n . Thus, we use a less memory-intensive

model.
Given three excursion sets NAi(ρ j−1), NAi(ρ j), and NAi(ρ j+1) obtained at threshold

ρ j−1,ρ j and ρ j+1, the boundaries of NAi(ρ j−1) and NAi(ρ j+1) isolate the boundary of
NAi(ρ j) from image region inside NAi(ρ j−1) and outside NAi(ρ j+1) as illustrated in
Figure 4. This observation suggests that it may be possible to model the values of
Minkowski functionals as random variables sampled from a Markov random field with
a clique structure defined by values at pairs of neighbors corresponding to “adjacent”
values for ρ [5]. These assumptions imply that the precision matrix SAi

n = (ΣAi
n )−1 will

be a tridiagonal matrix [15]. Enforcing this tridiagonality constraint, the results in [6]
show that the off-tridiagonal elements of Σ

Ai
n can be recursively calculated from the

tridiagonal values of Σ
Ai
n as

ΣAi
n (i,i+2) =

Σ
Ai
n (i, i+1)ΣAi

n (i+1, i+2)

Σ
Ai
n (i+1, i+1)

for i = 1, . . . ,M−2 and

ΣAi
n (i,j) =

Σ
Ai
n (i, j−1)ΣAi

n ( j−1, j)

Σ
Ai
n ( j−1, j−1)
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for i = 1, . . . ,M− 3 and j = i + 3, . . . ,M. The tridiagonal values can be calculated di-
rectly using equation (3). With this simplification, we only need to save tridiagonal
values for each Σ

Ai
n . The number of parameters to describe Σ

Ai
n (i, j) is reduced to 2K−1.
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Figure 5: Example of Minkowski functionals training and testing on the same single pixel.
All Minkowski functionals are normalized to same length of 40. In each figure, the solid color
curves show Minkowski functionals for defect-free training images. The dotted red curves rep-
resent mean plus and minus three standard deviations. The thick green curve represents the
Minkowski functionals for testing image. (a),(b) show the first and second Minkowski func-
tionals training and testing for a defect-free testing image. (c),(d) show the first and second
Minkowski functionals training and testing for a defect testing image.

4 Implementation

A block diagram of the Minkowski functional-based ADR system in shown in Fig-
ure 1. A set of defect-free images, herein referred as the training set, are first registered
to an arbitrarily selected image in the set. Then the Minkowski functionals for each pixel
are calculated in its corresponding w×w neighborhood window. These pre-computed
Minkowski functionals are used to build a statistical model of the probability distribu-
tion of the Minkowski functionals for each pixel as described in section 3 . Once the
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model is computed, the Mahalanobis distance is used as the Minkowski response to de-
cide whether or not the Minkowski functionals of a given new image are compatible
with the probability distribution obtained from the training data. The training and test-
ing for the first and second Minkowski functionals are performed separately. The last
step is to obtain a combined response value by adding the Mahalanobis responses for the
first and second Minkowski functionals. Pixels with responses greater than a threshold
are identified as candidate defective pixels. Individual defect pixels are then grouped
using connected components algorithm. The grouped clusters with size greater than a
given size threshold are labeled as defects. The whole system was implemented in C++
using the Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK) [7].

5 Experiments

Minkowski functional-based features were used in a 2D radiograph inspection task to
demonstrate their efficacy. Specifically, cast aluminum cylinder heads were inspected
with a robotic system that positioned the cylinder heads at 8 different positions. One 2D
radiographic image is taken at each position. Therefore, each single cylinder head part
includes 8 2D XRay images corresponding to 8 view positions. Each 2D image has size
512×512. 200 defect-free parts are used for training. A 13x13 neighborhood window
is used for Minkowski calculation at each pixel. 100 parts including 5 defect parts
with total 6 individual defects and 95 defect free parts were used for testing. A correct
identification is determined by correctly finding a defect in the appropriate view(s). A
part is labeled as a false detection if a false indication is given in any of the 8 views. Our
ADR system reached a 100% detection rate (6/6) with 4% false detection rate (4/100)
as shown in table 1. Two example defect images with their corresponding Minkowski
detections are shown in Figure 6.

Actual/Detected Defect-free Defect
Defect-free 91 4

Defect 0 5

Table 1: Detection performance of ADR algorithm.

6 Conclusion

We have presented an ADR system that uses features computed from Minkowski
functionals to identify defects in cast aluminum parts. Such features are a powerful new
addition to the suite of features used in ADR systems. Minkowski functional features
are motion invariant and exhibit the additivity principle. This makes them well suited
for defect detection applications.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Images with defects and their Minkowski detections. (a) and (c): Defect images
with the human labeled defect indication (red bounding box). (b) and (d): Minkowski functionals
ADR detection results. The detection region is labeled with red overlay.
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